
Hua Hin H3 Run #321 – 12th December 2015 

Location: Ban Thung Yao.  

Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/D2YeZcbTJsF2 

GPS Coordinates: N 12.462325, E 99.923272 (N 12 27.740, E 99 55.396) 

Hares: Bent Banana & jock Twat  

Hash Snacks: Legs Wide Open 

Hash Notes: Tinks 

Hash Photos: Hugmanannygoat 

Number of Hashers: 44 

Pre-Hash 

First arrivals at the run site, Tinks and Ballbanger a little confused as to exact location close to a 

rubber plantation as there was no obvious parking location.  After clarification with the Hares by 

phone the location was correct but due to regarding of the road access to the more shaded area under 

tress was no longer an option.  As Hashers arrived they parked on the road and sought shelter from 

the hot sun by the rubber trees where Tinks and the beer truck had parked.  By the time Tinks closed 

the register with less than 10 minutes to the off a group of 44 hashers had arrived.  

 

A pre-hash briefing by Virgin Lead Hare Bent Banana advised of three trails a short walk, long walk 

and runners trail.  Also advised of no wasps, cows, fences but you may encounter elephants so beware.  

No mention of hilly and rocky ground which caused some Hares to end up on a trail they wished they 

hadn’t. After a show of hands for those interested in having a roast dinner at the ON After the pack 

set off following shreddy on the right at 4:30 pm.   

  



The Trail(s) 

The runners trail as logged by Tinks 

The pack headed away from the setting sun 

towards the distant low hills and then left away 

from the shade of the rubber trees.  After a 

couple of checks it was onto a uphill slog through 

trees and over leaf covered ground before 

descending to the split after 1 km from the start.  

Long Walk right and the rest left.  After only 

200 metres the short walk split left leaving the 

runners to complete a loop over fairly flat ground 

for 1 km before joining up with the long walk.  

Jock Twat was on station to ensure tail ender’s, 

Donkey Cock and Cathusalem, headed in the right 

direction. 

As the trail skirted around the hill views across to northwest the long 

walkers could be seen heading in several directions.  Plenty of Elephnt 

dung on trail, someone stated that the Hares could have saved on paper.  

Upon reaching close to the Hua Hin Safari Park, Hare Bent Banana was 

having difficulty in making the hounds follow the trail rather than short 

cut the trail as some of the pack could be seen on trail only 10 metres 

away heading homeward.  Snail Trail was tempted but eventually agreed 

to continue on with Haveyouhadmeyet, Brambles and Tinks.  However 

the same could not be said for Donkey Cock and Cathusalem.  Hare Jock 

Twat was again on station to ensure the pack headed into the trees and 

the uphill slog over the hill and down the other side.  This was where 

Space Cowboy had wished he had taken the short walk home.  On more 

flat ground the trail meandered around pineapple fields and back to the 

start.  It was on this section that Old Macdonald demonstrated the 

correct way to fall when tripping with a nice rolling action and almost 



 

regaining his feet.  It made sense for most the hashers to return to the cars rather than be pointed in 

the direction of the out trail by Hare Bent Banana.  Who in their right mind would do that when we had 

been out best part of an hour? 

Post Trail and Circle 

As it approached 6:00 pm Tinks called for the circle in 2 minutes but was subsequently delayed by 15 

minutes following a request by the sweeping Hare who had just arrived back and wished to rehydrate  

When the circle, more of a rectangle, was eventually called Tinks proceeded to issue the following 

down downs: 

Hares:  Bent Banana & Jock Twat – given thumbs up for their efforts. 

Virgin Lead Hare:  Bent Banana 

Hash Snacks:  Legs Wide Open 

Apprentice GM: Too big for his boots Pussy Peddler  

Late Biermeister & Melting Ice: Jock Twat & Butt Out 

Dick Head Torch:  One Brick Short 

Racing on the Hash:  Mudman & Stitch in Time 

Hash Crash/ Tripper: Old MacDonald 

SCB’s:  Donkey Cock and Cathusalem 

Bush Fornication:  Slim & Lucky Me 

Next Week’s CAH3 Run:  no details available as devised by next week’s Acting GM Pussy Peddler 

advised  



  

  

On After 

Around 25 hashers made it to Sabai Sabai where a Roast plate of chicken, pork, vegetables and gravy 

was on offer at 175 baht pp  

On On 

Tinks 


